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Abstract 
We look for internal necessary and sufficient conditions for a subset F of the algebra of all 
continuous real-valued bounded functions on a Tychonoff space X to have the property that 
there exists a minimal compactification of X over which every function from F is continuously 
extendable. Further, we apply some of our ideas to a nonlocally compact case of Magill’s theorem, 
i.e., to the problem of when the continuous image of a remainder of a not necessarily locally 
compact Tychonoff space X is again a remainder of X. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
All the spaces to be considered here are completely regular and Hausdorff. As usual, 
the algebra of all real-valued continuous functions on a space X will be denoted by 
C(X) and its subalgebra of bounded functions by C*(X). 
Let It(X) be the lattice of all compactifications of X. If aX E It(X), we denote by 
C,(X) the collection of those functions f E C*(X) w lc are continuously extendable h’ h 
over cyX. For f E Ca(X), let f” be the continuous extension of f over aX and, for 
F C Ca(X), let F” = {fa: f E F}. 
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Suppose that a nonvoid set F C C*(X) is such that the greatest lower bound CZFX 
of the subcollection {ox E K(X): F C Ca(X)} of K(X) exists. Then we say that F 
determines a compactification of X, and we call C~FX the compactification determined 
by F (cf. [1,2,12-141). Denote by D(X) the family of those nonvoid subsets of C*(X) 
which determine compactifications of X. In other words, z)(X) is the collection of those 
sets F C C*(X) which have the property that there is a minimal compactification of X 
over which every function from F is continuously extendable. 
Let E(X) be the family of all sets F C C*(X) such that the diagonal mapping 
e F- - nfcFf is a homeomorphic embedding. If F E E(X), then the closure of eF(X) 
in RF is a compactification of X called generated by F and denoted by e,X. Obvi- 
ously, if F E E(X), then F E D(X) an QFX = e,X but, in general, the inclusion d 
E(X) C D(X) is proper. There are known many necessary and sufficient internal con- 
ditions for F C C*(X) to be in E(X) (cf., e.g., [1,2,12-141); however, the collection 
D(X) has barely been investigated. Of course, a space X is locally compact if and only 
if every nonvoid subset of C*(X) lies in D(X) but, for a nonlocally compact space X, 
the problem of when a set F & C*(X) belongs to 27(X) is difficult. There are no known 
internal necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of functions to lie in 2>(X). All the 
conditions that have been discovered so far are external, i.e., they require a deep study 
of all those compactifications over which the functions from the set under consideration 
are continuously extendable. For instance, one of the most familiar characterizations of 
D(X) says that F E D(X) if and only if the collection 
CF = n {&(x): QX E K(X), F C G(X)} 
separates points from closed sets (cf. [ 1, Theorem 3.11). Unfortunately, our knowledge of 
those compactifications aX of X for which F C Ca(X) is usually too limited to search 
for CF. For a given aX E K(X), it might be a difficult task to find Cm(X). Moreover, 
even if we know that F E D(X), we have no methods of constructing QFX when 
F +! E(X) or X is not locally compact (for a locally compact X, a simple construction of 
QFX is given in [4, Proposition 1.21). Therefore, the following problems seem interesting: 
Problem 1. Give an internal characterization of 27(X). 
Problem 2. If F E D(X), describe C,, (X) = CF in terms of functions from F. 
Problem 3. If F E D(X), find methods of constructing ~FX which would involve only 
functions from F. 
This paper is an attempt o give some solutions to the above problems for spaces which 
have, in some sense, a relatively large set of points of local compactness. Our basic idea 
is to use the well-known one-to-one correspondence between compatible proximities and 
compactifications, and to investigate the behaviour of a set F & C*(X) away from com- 
pact subsets of X in order to find out whether a suitable proximity related to F exists. 
Our observations will allow us to improve some results of Faulkner and Vipera presented 
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in [8] in connection with a version of Magill’s theorem for nonlocally compact spaces, 
i.e., in connection with the question of when the continuous image of a remainder of a 
not necessarily locally compact space X is again a remainder of X. 
We shall make a frequent use of the following theorems: 
Theorem 1.1 (cf. [l, Theorem 2.11 and [6]). Let 0 # F C C*(X) and let CYX E K(X). 
Then F E V(X) and aX = QFX if and only if F 2 Ca(X) and F” separates points 
ofaX\X. 
Theorem 1.2 (cf. [3, Corollary 31). Let aX E K(X). Then a function f E C*(X) is 
continuously extendable over CUX if and only iJ for any real numbers a < b, the sets 
f-’ ((-00; a]) and f-‘([b; +a)) have disjoint closures in (_yX. 
2. An internal characterization of sets from 2)(X) 
A crucial role in examining the collection E(X) is played by the concept of L- 
separation introduced by Blasco in [3] (cf. also [13,14]). Let us begin with a natural 
generalization of this concept. 
For F C C*(X), let 
(EI,Bz): EI =iiiJ~~~‘((-~;a~i)U(d,i;+~)) and 
i=l j=l 
E2 = fi fi _fG1((bij;cij)) for some fv E F 
i=l j=1 
and real numbers aij < b,, < cij < dij . 
Definition. Let F C C*(X). We shall say that sets A, B C X are Lo-separated by F 
if there exists a pair (El, Ez) E LCF such that A C El and B 5 E2. Suppose that, 
for a nonnegative integer n, we have already introduced the notion of L,-separation. 
Let us say that sets A, B are L,+t-separated by F if Cl-x A n Clx B = 0 and there 
exists a compact set K C X such that any closed in X sets C c Clx(A) \ K and 
D C Clx(B) \ K are L,-separated by F. 
We shall see later that it is also convenient to say that sets A, B are L,-separated by 
F if they are L,-separated by F for some nonnegative integer n. 
Example 2.1. 
(4 
@I 
If A, B is a pair of disjoint closed subsets of X and A or B is compact, then A and 
B are Lt-separated by any nonvoid set F C C*(X); however, if, for instance, F 
does not separate points of A from points of B, then A and B are not La-separated 
by F. 
Consider the intervals X = (-3;3), A = (-3; -11 and B = [1;3). Let f(z) = 0 
for z E [-2;2], f(z) = J: - 2 f or II: E [2;3) and f(z) = it + 2 for 1c E (-3; -21. 
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Then the sets A and B are closed and noncompact in X. Clearly, A and B are 
Li -separated by {f} but they are not Lo-separated by {f}. 
Let 0 < n. 6 w. Denote by Dn(X) the collection of those nonvoid sets F 2 C*(X) 
which have the following property (d,): 
(dn) For each x E X and each open neighbourhood U of x, there exists an open 
neighbourhood V of x which is L,-separated by F from X \ U. 
For a nonvoid set F C C*(X) and for A, B 5 X, write A SF B if and only if A and 
B are not L,-separated by F. 
It was shown in [13] that Do(X) = E(X) and that F E E(X) if and only if 6; is 
a compatible proximity on X. Moreover, if F E E(X), then Ce, (X) is the collection 
of all those functions f E C”(X) which are proximally continuous with respect to the 
proximity Sg and the usual proximity on IR induced by the metric 1x - y[. Our aim 
is to show that, for every n < w, the relation 6; is a compatible proximity on X if 
and only if F E Dn(X). The basic facts concerning proximities can be found, e.g., 
in [7]. 
Let us recall that a binary relation 6 on the power set of X is a compatible proximity 
on the space X if S satisfies the following conditions: 
(PI) A 6 B if and only if B 6 A; 
(Pz) A S (B U C) if and only if A 6 B or A S C; 
(P3) x = y if and only if {x} 6 {y}; 
(Pd) A 6 X if and only if A # 0; 
(Ps) if A, B 2 X are such that either A 6 C or B 6 (X \ C) for every C C X, 
then A 6 B; 
(Ps) x E Clx A if and only if {z} S A. 
If 6 is a compatible proximity on X, then a function f : X -+ IR is proximally contin- 
uous with respect to 6 (and the proximity on IR induced by the metric IIC - yl) if, for any 
A, B 2 X such that A 6 B, we have dist(f(A), f(B)) = 0. The collection of all proxi- 
mally continuous with respect to S bounded real functions f : X -+ IR is an algebra which 
is closed under uniform convergence, separates points from closed sets and contains all 
the constants; therefore, this algebra is equal to C,, (X) for some compactification asX 
of X. The compactification a6X is called corresponding to 6. Clearly, if we are given 
Ca(X), then we can obtain CUX as the closure in RF of e,(X) where F = Ca(X) 
(cf. [51). 
It is easily seen that, for every nonvoid set F C C*(X) and for 0 < n 6 w, the 
relation 6 = 6; satisfies conditions (PI)-(P4) and (P6). It is necessary that F separates 
points of X in order that 6 = 6; satisfies (P3). However, 6 = 6: satisfies (P6) if and only 
if F E E(X). It is obvious that 6 = 6; has always properties (Pi)-(P2) and (P4)-(Ps). To 
solve the problem of when 6 = 6; satisfies (Ps), we will need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.2. IfF E l%(X) f or some n < w, then, for each compact subset K of X and 
for A c X such that K r-v& A = 8, there exists a set B C X such that K fV2lx B = 8 
and X \ B is L,-separated by F from A. 
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Proof. Since F has property (d,), for each x E K, we can choose an open neigh- 
bourhood U, of IC which is L,-separated by F from A. There exists a finite set 
{x1>.. ,zm} C K such that K C I$?“=, U,,. If B = X \ IJz”=, U,,, then X \ B is 
L,-separated by F from A. Obviously, K n Clx B = 0. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let 0 # F C C”(X) and let 0 < n < w. The relation 6; is a compatible 
proximity on X $and only if F E DDn(X). M oreovel; if F E D,,(X), then F E ID(X) 
and VEX is equivalent to the compactification of X corresponding to the proximity 6;. 
Proof. Assume first that 6; is a compatible proximity on X. Denote by aX the compact- 
ification of X which corresponds to 6;. Since, for any f E F and real numbers a < b, 
the sets f-I((-m; u]) and f-‘([b; too)) are not close with respect to SF, we have 
Cl,x f-’ ((-c=; a]) n Cl,x f-’ ([b; +w)) = 0. 
Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, f E C,(X) and, in consequence, F C G(X). 
Let y, z be distinct points of aX \ X. We shall show by induction that: 
(*I if sets A, B C X are not close with respect to 6; (k < ti) and y E Cl,x A, while 
z E Cl,x B, then there exists f E F such that f”(y) # f” (2). 
Clearly, if k = 0, then there exist real numbers aij < b,, < cij < dij and functions 
fi,EF(i=l,..., ~,j=l,... :t),suchthat 
A 2 fi fi &I((-Cx);aij] U [dij;+ca)) and B C: fi h ([bij;cijj). 
i=l j-1 %=I j=\ 
Then 
Cl,x A C i fi @)-I ((-@ZI; aij] U [do; $00)) and 
i=l g=l 
It is easily seen that, for some i E {l,...,s} and j E {l,...,t), we have f,“(y) E 
(-00; a%j] U [c&j; i-00) and j$(z) E [by; cij], so that fz(y) # f;(z). 
Now, assume that (*) holds for some nonnegative integer k and suppose that sets 
A, B C X are not close with respect to S$+‘, y E Cl,x A and z E Cl,x B. There is a 
compact set K C X such that if sets C c Clx A\ K and D & Clx B\ K are closed in X, 
then they are Lk-separated by F. Take open sets U, V c QX with y E U and z E V, such 
that Cl,x UflCl,x V = 0 and KnCl,x U = 0 = KnCl,x V. If C = Clx Ancl,, U 
and D = Clx B n Cl,x V, then C and D are Lk-separated by F, y E Cl,x C and z E 
Cl,x D. By the inductive assumption, there exists f E F with fa(y) # fN(z). Hence 
8’” separates points of aX \ X. In virtue of Theorem 1.1, F E 72(X) and ~FX = nX. 
If x E X and U is an open neighbourhood of x in CYX, then there exists an open 
neighbourhood V of x in crX such that Cl,x V 2 U. Then V n X and X \ U are not 
close with respect to 6; and, therefore, they are L,-separated by F. Hence F E DDn(X). 
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Assume now that F E 2),(X). To prove that 6; is a compatible proximity on X, it 
suffices to check that S=SF fulfills condition (Ps). To this end, suppose that Ic < n is a 
nonnegative integer such that F has the following property: 
(d,,k) if sets A, B C X are Lk-separated by F, then there exists a set C 2 X such 
that A is L,-separated by Ffrom C, while B is L,-separated by F from X\C. 
Clearly, F has property (d,,o). We shall show that F satisfies condition (dn,k+l) 
(assuming that F satisfies (dn,k)). 
Consider any subsets A, B of X that are L k+i-separated by F. Let K C X be a 
compact set such that if Al C Clx A \ K and BI C Clx B \ K are closed sets of X, 
then AI, BI are Lk-separated by F. Put KA = KfElx A and Kg = KflClx B. In view 
of Lemma 2.2, there exist sets Ci , (5’2 C X such that KA n Clx Ct = 0 = KA n Clx (72, 
B is L,-separated by F from X \ Ci and Ci is L,-separated by F from X \ C2. 
Similarly, there exist sets Dt ,02 & X, such that Kg n Cl-r Dt = 0 = Kg n Clx D2, 
A is L,-separated by F from X \ Di and DI is L,-separated by F from X \ D2. Put 
AI = Clx A n Clx CZ and BI = Clx B n Clx Dz. Then Al n K = 0 = B1 n K, hence 
Al is Lk-separated by F from BJ. According to (d,,k), there exists a set C C X such 
that Al is L,-separated by F from C and BI is L,-separated by F from X \ C. Let 
E= (CnCl)u(x\D,). S’ lnce the set An AI is L,-separated by F from both the sets 
C n Ci and X \ DI, we conclude that A n AI is L,-separated by F from E. We have 
A\AI C X\Cz, and X\Cz is L,-separated by F from Ci; hence A\Al is L,-separated 
by F from C n Cl. In addition, A \ Al is L,-separated by F from X \ D1. Therefore 
A \ AI is L,-separated by F from E. Now, we can infer that A is L,-separated by F 
from E. 
We have X \ E = D1 n [(X \ C) U (X \ Cl)]. Since B is L,-separated by F from 
X \ Ct , while B1 is L,-separated by F from X \ C, we conclude that BI is L,-separated 
by F from X \ E. Furthermore, B \ B1 C X \ D2, and D1 is L,-separated by F from 
X \ D2. This implies that B \ B1 is L,-separated by F from X \ E. Hence B is L,- 
separated by F from X \ E. In consequence, condition (dn,k+l) is satisfied, which gives 
property (P5). 0 
Corollary 2.4. For any n < w 
E(X) = Da(X) c D,(X) G %+1(X) G Q(X) c D(X). 
If X is a Tychonoff space such that D,(X) = D(X) for some n < w, then Theo- 
rem 2.3, together with the theory of proximities, answers Problems l-3 of Section 1. For 
instance, we can state the following: 
Corollary 2.5. Let F E IDA f or some n 6 w. Then CF consists of all those func- 
tions f E C*(X) which have the property that, for any real numbers a < b, the sets 
f-‘((-m;a]) and f-‘([b;+~)) are L,-separated by F. Furthermore, CF is the set 
of all those functions f E C* (X) w tc are continuously extendable over ~,vX and, in h ’ h 
consequence, (YFX = Clnc, AECF (X). 
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Unfortunately, in general, Vu(X) # V(X) as the following example shows: 
Example 2.6. Let 
x = ([O; 11 x [O; 11) 
\( { (5,O) E R*: z is rational} U { (x,1) E iR*: 2 is irrational}). 
Let p : X + [O; l] be th e projection, i.e., p( (2, y)) = z for (z> y) E X. According to 
Theorem 1.1, the set F = {p} lies in D(X) and apX = [O; l] x [O; 11. 
For z E [O; l] and a positive real number E < 3, consider the sets 
A(z,E)=([z-EE;J:+E] x [O;E]) nX and 
B(z, E) = ([Z - E; J: + E] x [l - E; 11) n x. 
It is easily seen that the sets A(z, E) and B(z, E) have disjoint closures in CYX and 
they are not Lo-separated by F. Assume that, for a nonnegative integer n, we have 
already proved that the sets A(z, E) and a(~, F) are not &-separated by F. Suppose, if 
possible, that there exist ICO E [O; l] and a positive EO < i, such that the sets A(zo, ~0) and 
B(xo, ~0) are L,+i-separated by F. Then there exists a compact set K g X such that 
any closed in X sets C c A(zo, ~0) and D C B( 20, ~0) are &-separated by F. It follows 
from the compactness of K that we can find z E [O; l] and a positive E < i, such that 
the sets A(z, E) and B(rc, E) do not meet K and, moreover, A(z, E) C A(Q, ~0). while 
B(z, E) C_ B(:co, ~0). Then A(z, E) and B(z, E) are &-separated by F, which contradicts 
the inductive assumption. The contradiction obtained proves that F $! IDW(X). 
Let us turn to the question of when the collections DDn(X) and D(X) can coincide. 
3. Spaces for which Dn(X) = D(X) 
Let R(X) denote the set of points of X which do not have compact neighbourhoods 
in X. Put R’(X) = X. For a nonlimit ordinal r = y + 1, define R’(X) = R(W(X)). 
If T is a limit ordinal, put R’(X) = nyc7 727(X). Then there exists an ordinal r such 
that either R’(X) = 0 or 72(72’(X)) = R’(X). 
A space X is called compact-scattered if there exists an ordinal r such that R’(X) = 0. 
The first step to get an internal characterization of D(X) for a compact-scattered space 
X is to show that D(X) = Du(X) if R”(X) = 8. This is what we are going to do now. 
To this end, we will need a couple of subtle lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. For every compactijcation aX of X and for every ordinal r, we have: 
RT+’ (X) = Clax [Cl,x R’(X) \ R’(X)] n X (0 
and, if T > 0 is a limit ordinal, then 
R’(X) = n ~1,~ [ck 727(x) \ W(X)] n X. (ii) 
-i<r 
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Proof. Clearly, R’(X) = Cl,x (crX \ X) f+ X. Since the set R’(X) is closed in X, we 
have 
W+‘(x) = 7+‘(X)) = Cl,x [Cl& R’(X) \ R’(X)] n R’(X) 
= Cl& [Cl& R’(X) \ R’(X)] n Cl& R’(X) n x 
= Clax [aax R’(X) \ T(X)] n X. 
If r is a limit ordinal, then 
R’(X) = n RY+‘(X) = n Cl,x [Cl,x W(X) \ P(X)] n X. 0 
T<T Y<T 
Lemma 3.2. Zf A is a closed subset of X such that A n R(X) = 0, then, for every 
compactijication aX of X, the set (ax \ X) n Cl,x A is compact. 
Proof. It suffices to observe that 
(ax \ X) n Clax A = Cl,x(oX \ x) n ~1,~ A. q 
Lemma 3.3. Let F E D(X) and let aX = CKFX. Suppose that A, B is a pair of closed 
subsets of X such that Cl,x A n Cl,x B = 0. If A n R”(X) = 8 where 0 < n < w, 
then the sets A, B are Lz,-separated by F. 
Proof. Suppose first that A n 72’ (X) = 0. Th en, in view of Lemma 3.2, the set (CYX \ 
X) n Cl,x A is compact. Since, by Theorem 1 .l, F” separates points of (YX \ X, 
for each y E (ox \ X) n Cl,x B, there exists a pair (EA,~, EB,~) E ~~~ such that 
(ax \ X) n Cl,x A C EA,y and y E EB,~. Put 
BO = B \ U { EB,y: y E (CUX \ x) n Clax B}. 
The set BO is compact in X. Let D be a closed subset of B such that D n Bo = 0. Then 
Cl,x D C u { EB,~: Y E (ox \ X) n Cl,x B}, 
hence there exists a finite set { yi , . . , yk} C (ax \ X) n Cl,x B such that Cl,x D C 
uzk,r EQ~. Put Ao = A \ n,“=, EA,~<. Th e set Ao is compact. If C is a closed subset 
of A such that C n A0 = 0, then C C n,“=, EA,~, and D 2 U,“=, EB,~,; hence C and 
D are La-separated by F. In consequence, the sets A and B are Lz-separated by F, and 
our lemma holds for n = 1. Suppose that it holds for some integer n 3 1. Consider any 
closed sets A, B of X such that A fY 7@‘(X) = 0 and Cl,x A n Cl,x B = 0. Let 
Co = Clax A n Cl,x [Ck P(X) \ P(X)] 
By Lemma 3.1, we have Ca C (ax \ X). Obviously, Cc is compact and Ca = Cl,x An 
Cl,x ‘R”(X) fl ((YX \ X). Using the fact that F” separates points of aX \ X, for each 
y E (ax \ X) n Cl,x B, we can choose (Hr ,Y, HQ) E LFa such that Co c Hr,, and 
y E Hz,~. Let 
Bl = B \ U { H2,y: y E (CIX \ x) n clax B}. 
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Take a closed subset D of X such that D 2 B \ B,. Then 
cl,xDcu{H2.y: yECl,xBn(aX\X)}, 
so there is a finite set { yi , , yk} C (cyX \ X) n Clax B such that 
Cl,x D C (j H2,y,. 
PI 
Let A, = A \ & Hl,yi. Then Al is closed in X and, because 
Cl,x (AI n R”(X)) n co = 0, 
the set Al n R’“(X) IS compact. Take any closed subset A2 of X such that AZ C 
A \ (A, nTiY(X)). Then A2 n A, n ‘P(X) = 0, h ence, according to the inductive 
assumption, AZ n A1 is Lz,-separated by F from D. Clearly, A2 \ A1 is Lo-separated 
by F from D. This implies that A2 is L 2,-separated by F from D. In consequence, the 
sets A and B are L 27L+2-separated by F, which completes the proof. q 
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 < n < w, F E D(X) and aX = ~FX. Zf A, B is a pair of closed 
subsets of X such that Cl,x A n Cl,x B = 0 and A n 72” (X) = 0 = B n ‘R?(X), then 
the sets A and B are L2n-,-separated by F. 
Proof. Suppose first that A n R’ (X) = 0 = B n 72’ (X). Then both the sets 
(ox \ X) n Cl,x A and (ox \ X) n CIOx B 
are compact. Since, by Theorem 1.1, F” separates points of aX \ X, there exists a pair 
(EA,EB)E~CF~S~C~~~~~(~X\X)~C~,~A~E~~~~(CYX\X)~C~,~B~E~. 
Put Al = A \ EA and Bl = B \ Eg. The sets Al, B1 are compact in X and if C, D 
are closed subsets of X such that C C A \ Al and D 2 B \ BI, then C and D are 
La-separated by F. Hence our lemma holds for n = 1. Let us assume now that it holds 
forsomen> 1. 
Consider any closed sets A, B C X such that A n Rn+’ (X) = 0 = B n Rn+’ (X) 
and Cl,x A n Cl,x B = 0. Put 
CO = Cl,x An Cl,x [Cl,x KY(X) \ R”(X)] and 
Do = Cl,x B n Cl,x [Cl,x 72” (X) \ 72” (x)] . 
The sets Cc, Do are compact; therefore, since F” separates points of aX \ X, for each 
y t (ax \ X) n Cl,x B, we can choose (El,,! Ez,~) E L&W such that CO C E,,, 
and y E EQ,. Arguing similarly, for each z E (ax \ X) n Cl,x A, we can choose 
(HI.,. Bz,t) E CF” such that DO C HI,, and z E Hz,+. Let 
A, = A \ U { H2.z: z E (ax \ x) n clax A} 
and 
B, = B \ U { E2,+ y E (CYX \ X) n clax B}. 
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The sets AI, BI are compact in X. Let A 2, B2 be closed subsets of X such that 
A2 C A \ Al and BZ C B \ BI. There exist finite sets 
{zt,...,~} G (oX\X)nCl,xA and {~r,...,~t} C (aX\X)nCl,xB, 
such that CLX A2 C IJ,S=, H2+, and Cl,x B2 2 U,“=, Ez,~, . Let A3 = A \ f-J:=, El,,% 
and B3 = B \ fJ7,“=, HI,,%. Then A3, B3 are closed in X, and 
Cl,x (A3 n R”(X)) n CO = 8 = Clax (B3 n R”(X)) n Do. 
Hence the sets A3 n R”(X) and B3 n R”(X) are compact. Take any closed in X sets 
Aa C A2 \ (A3 f? R?(X)) and BJ C B2 \ (B3 n R”(X)). Then 
&nA3nR”(X)=0=B4nB3nR”(X), 
so, according to the inductive assumption, the sets A4 n A3 and B4 n B3 are L2n_1- 
separated by F. But A4 \ As C n,“=, El,,%, while B4 C Ui=, EQ~; similarly 
B4 \ B3 C h BI,,~, while A4 C fi H2+, . 
i=l 2=1 
This yields that A4 is Lzn_t-separated by F from B4. In consequence, A is Lz+~+~- 
separated by F from B, which completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let 0 < n < w. ZfR”(X) = 8, then D(X) = D2+1 (X). IfRn(X) is 
compact, then D(X) = &(X). 
Proof. Let F E D(X) and CYX = ai~X. Assume that R”(X) = 8. Take an open set 
U C aX and a point z E U n X. Let m be the smallest integer such that 5 $ R”(X). 
Then z E Rm-‘(X) \ R”(X), so there exists an open neighbourhood V of x in CUX 
such that Cl,x V n R”-’ (X) is compact and Cl,x V C U. Let A be a closed set in X 
such that A G Clx V \ R”-’ (X). Then Cl,x A n Cl,x(X \ U) = 0; hence, in view of 
Lemma 3.3, the sets A and X \ U are L 2(,-t)-separated by F. In consequence, the sets 
V and X \ U are L2(,_,)+r-separated by F, which means that F E Z&_,(X). This, 
together with Theorem 2.3, implies that D(X) = Dz+t (X) if Rn(X) = 0. 
Now, assume that R”(X) is compact. Similarly as above, consider an open set U C 
CUX and a point x E X n U. Let V be an open neighbourhood of z in oX such that 
Cl,x V C U. Take closed in X sets A and B such that A C (X \ U) \ R”(X) and 
B C Clx V \ R”(X). It follows from Lemma 3.4 that the sets A and B are Lzn__l - 
separated by F. This implies that the sets X \ U and Clx V are L2,-separated by F. In 
conclusion, F E ‘Dzn (X), which, along with Theorem 2.3, yields that D(X) = Y&(X) 
if P(X) is compact. 0 
Theorem 3.6. If%?‘(X) = 8, then D(X) = Dw(X). 
Proof. Let F E D(X). For each z E X, there exists a positive integer m such that 
z $! R”(X). Th en, since R”(X) is closed in X, for every open neighbourhood U 
of x, there exists an open neighbourhood V of x such that Clx V 2 U \ R”(X). It 
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follows from Lemma 3.3 that V and X \ U are Lz, -separated by F. In consequence, 
FE%(X). 0 
We do not know if the equality D(X) = D,(X) implies that R”(X) = 0. 
4. Lx-separation 
It seems hard to generalize Theorem 3.6 to all compact-scattered spaces. Therefore, 
we shall give an idea of how to get an internal characterization of z)(X) for an arbitrary 
compact-scattered space X. 
Definition. 
(a) Let F C C*(X) and let r be a nonzero ordinal number. Suppose that, for all 
ordinal numbers y < r, we have already introduced the notion of &-separation. 
Then sets A, B C X are called L,-separated by F if Clx A n Clx B = 0 and 
there exist a compact set K C_ X and an ordinal y < T such that all closed in X 
sets C C Clx A \ K and D C Clx B \ K are L,-separated by F. 
(b) Sets A, B C X are L,-separated by a set F C C*(X) if there exists an ordinal 
r such that A and B are L,-separated by F. 
Using transfinite induction, one can show that the sets A(s, E) and B(z, E) considered 
in Example 2.6 are not &,-separated by F = {p}. 
For sets A, B 2 X and a nonvoid set F Cr C*(X), write A SF B if and only if A and 
B are not L,-separated by F. Denote by VW(X) the collection of all those nonvoid 
sets F C C*(X) which have the following property: 
(d,) for each open set Ii Cr X and each x E U, there exists an open neighbourhood 
V of x such that V and X \ U are L,-separated by F. 
Arguing similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. we can show by transfinite induction 
that the following holds: 
Theorem 4.1. Let 0 # F C C*(X). Then SF is a compatible proximity on X if and 
only if F E Vo,(X). Moreover; if F E VW(X), then F E V(X) and QFX is equivalent 
to the compactijcation of X corresponding to the proximity SF. 
Lemma 4.2. Let F E V(X) and (UFX = ax. Suppose that A, B is a pair of closed 
subsets of X such that Cl,x A n Cl,x B = 0. If there exists an ordinal T such that 
A n R’(X) = 0, then A and B are L,-separated by F. 
Proof. Let 7 be a nonzero ordinal and suppose that the lemma holds for all ordinals 
r < 77. Let us take closed subsets A and B of X such that Cl,x A n Cl,x B = 0 = 
A n 72’7 (X). Assume first that 77 = Q- + 1. Then, according to Lemma 3.1, we have 
Co = Cl,x A n Cl,x [Cl,x R’(X) \ R’(X)] c: ox \ x. 
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Mimicking the proof of Lemma 3.3, for each y E (ox \ X) n Cl,x B, we can find a 
pair (E~,,,Ez,~) E LF” such that CO C Et,, and y E Ez,~. Put 
Bl = B \ U {E2,+ 9 E (ox \ x) n clax B}. 
Then Bi is compact. Let D be a closed subset of X such that D C B \ B,. Choose 
a finite set {y,, . . . , yk} C (ax \ X) n Cl,x B such that Cl,x D C U,“=, Ez,~,. Let 
AI = A \ n,“=, EI,,~. Then Al is closed in X and Al n R’(X) is compact. Let A2 be 
a closed subset of X such that A2 n Al n R’(X) = 8. Under the inductive assumption, 
Al n AZ is &-separated by F from D. As A2 \ Al g f-j,“=, El,yi, the set A2 \ AI is 
La-separated by F from D. In consequence, A2 is _&-separated by F from D, which 
implies that A is L ,-separated by F from B. 
Now, assume that n is a limit ordinal. In this case, let 
CO = Clax A n n Clax [Cl,x R’(X) \ R’(X)]. 
7<7 
Using similar arguments as above, for each y E (QX \ X) n Cl,x B, find (El,,, Ez,~) E 
LFa such that CO C El,, and y E Ez,~. Put 
Bl = B \ U { E2,y: y E (~rx \ X) n Clax B}. 
Take a closed set D s B \ B1 and choose a finite set {yi , . . , y,+} & (ax \ X) r-N&x B 
such that Cl,x D 2 U,“=, Ez,~~. Let Al = A \ & El,,%. Then CO n Cl,x AI = 0 
because CO 5 nf=, El ,yt. This implies that there exists r < 7 such that 
CIOx Al n Cl,x [CIQx R’(X) \ R’(X)] = 0. 
According to the inductive assumption, Al is L,- separated by F from D. Since A\Al C 
n,“=, El,, and CLX D G U,“=, Ez,~,~ we have that A\AI is Lo-separated by F from D. 
In consequence, A is L,- separated by F from D, which implies that A is &-separated 
by F from B. 0 
Theorem 4.3. If X is a compact-scattered space, then D(X) = Doe(X). 
Proof. For each 2 E X, there exists an ordinal r such that z $! R’(X). Then, mimicking 
the proof of Theorem 3.6 and using Lemma 4.2, we can show that D(X) C Do,(X). 
This, together with Theorem 4.1, concludes the proof. 0 
We do not know if the equality D(X) = Vm (X) implies that X is a compact-scattered 
space. 
5. An application to a nonlocally compact case of Magill’s theorem 
Magill’s theorem that a space Y is a remainder of a locally compact space X if and 
only if Y is the continuous image of ,0X \ X (cf. [93 or [5, Theorem 7.21) plays a 
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fundamental role in the theory of compactifications. Clearly, if X is not locally compact, 
then not every continuous image of DX \ X is a remainder of X. 
For KX,~X E K(X) with aX < KX, let 7rK,, be the quotient map from KX 
onto aX which witnesses that aX < nX. According to the proof of Magill’s theo- 
rem, if X is locally compact and f : KX \ X + Y is a continuous surjection, then 
there exists a compactification aX of X such that UX < KX, aX \ X = Y and 
f= ~~,,,I,x\x (cf. [9,10] and [5, Theorem 7.21). Therefore, for a compactification 
6X of a not necessarily locally compact space X and for a continuous surjection 
f : n,X \ X - Y, it is natural to ask when there exists a compactification ctX of X 
such that aX < KX, aX \ X = Y and f = rr,,,I,x\x. One of the basic results in this 
field was obtained by Rayburn in [ 11, Theorem 1.31. Mimicking Faulkner and Vipera 
(cf. [8, Theorem lo]), we can rephrase it into the following form: 
Theorem 5.1 (Rayburn). For a compact$cation KX of X, let Z = nX\X. rff : Z -+ Y 
is a perfect surjective map, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a compacti$cation QX of X such that CUX < KX, aX \ X = Y and 
f= I ~&a z; 
(ii) there exist a compactiJcation yY of Y and a continuous extension f : Cl,x Z 4 
yY of,f, such that f”i ~1,~ (z)\z is injective. 
Of course, since 7riT,,, &x,x is a perfect map, we must assume that f be perfect in 
Theorem 5.1. 
The theorem of Rayburn suggests the following problem posed by Faulkner and Vipera 
in [8]: given a perfect surjective map f : 2 + Y and a compactification ~2 of 2, find 
conditions which ensure that there exists a compactification yY of Y and a continuous 
extension f”: r;Z -+ yY of f such that flnZiZ is injective. Our purpose is to apply 
Sections 2-3 to solutions of the problem of Faulkner and Vipera. Furthermore, we shall 
improve and develop some of the results presented in [8]. 
Let us begin with the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.2. Let KZ E K(Z), yY E K(Y) and let f : Z -+ Y be a perfect surjective 
map which has a continuous extension f: KZ ---t yY such that fllczjz is injective. 
Suppose that A, B is a pair of closed subsets of Z such that Cl,z An Cl,z B = 0. Then 
the set K = f(A) n f(B) is compact. Moreover; for any closed in Z sets C, D such 
that C 2 A \ f-‘(K) and D C_ B \ f-‘(K), we have Cl,y f(C) n Cl,y f(D) = 0. 
Proof. Since f is perfect, the inclusion f(nZ \ Z) C yY \ Y holds (cf. [7, proof of 
Theorem 3.7.161). We have 
fl( Cl,z(A) \ 4) n i( Cl&z(B) \ B) = 0 
because fllKZiZ is injective. All this taken together implies that 
f(Cl,z .4) n f(Cl,z B) = [f(A) u f(Cl&A) \ A)] n [f(B) U f(Cl,z(B) \ B)] 
= f(A) n f(B); 
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and 
Then 
and 
so that the sets B1 and B2 are Lo-separated by G. This proves that G E Di (Y). In view of 
Theorem 2.3, we have G E D(Y). Let yY = acY. To show that f extends continuously 
to a mapping f : h;Z --f yY, consider any pair A, B of disjoint closed subsets of yY. 
Since S& is the proximity on Y corresponding to yY, the sets A n X and B n X are Li - 
separated by G. As the inverse image f-‘(K) of a compact subset K of Y is compact, 
it is not difficult to check that the sets f-’ (A) and f-‘(B) are L1 -separated by F. 
By Theorem 1.1, we have QFZ = ~2, which, together with Theorem 2.3, implies that 
6; is the proximity corresponding to KZ. Now, we can conclude that Cl,2 f-‘(A) n 
Cl,z f-‘(B) = 0. A ccording to Taimanov’s theorem (cf. [7, Theorem 3.2.1]), f is 
continuously extendable to a mapping f: ~2 --f yY. To check that jJnz\z is injective, 
it suffices to observe that F” = {g~f g E C(yY)} and to use the fact that F” separates 
points of ~2 \ Z. Hence (ii) + (i). 0 
Remark. Let us note that, in view of Theorem 1.1, condition (ii) of Lemma 5.3 asserts 
that F E Z)I (X) and the compactification determined by F is equivalent to rcZ. 
Now, we are in a position to state the following version of Magill’s theorem which 
improves Theorems 18 and 19 of [8]: 
Theorem 5.4. Let /cX E X(X) and let f : Z = KX \ X + Y be a peflect surjective 
map. Put 
E = {h E C(CIKx Z): h is constant on thefibres off} 
and El z = {h/z: h E E}. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a compactz@ation aX of X such that aX < KX, CUX \ X = Y and 
f = 57nculz; 
(ii) EIz E D,(Z) and E separates points ofCl,x(Z) \ Z. 
Proof. Let us note that E = {got: g E C*(Y) and gof is continuously extendable over 
Cl,x Z}. This, together with Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.3, completes the proof. 0 
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Our next lemma can be regarded as an improvement of Lemma 12 of [8]. 
Lemma 5.5. Let f : Z + Y be a per$ect surjective map and let f : PZ + PY be its 
continuous extension. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) flpz\z is injective; 
(ii) for every pair A, B of closed completely separated subsets of Z, there exists 
a compact set K C Z such that, for any closed in Z sets Al & A \ K and 
B1 C: B \ K, the sets f (AI) and f (B,) are completely separated; 
(iii) for every pair A, B of disjoint zero-sets of Z, there exists a compact set K C Z 
such that, for any zero-sets Al C A \ K and BI C B \ K, the sets f (Al) and 
f (Bl) are completely separated; 
I’ furthermore, the space Y is normal, then conditions (i)-(iii) are equivalent to each 
one of the following: 
(iv) for every pair A, B of closed completely separated subsets of Z, the set f(A) n 
f(B) is compact; 
(v) for every pair A, B of disjoint zero-sets of Z, the set f(A) n f(B) is compact. 
Proof. That (i) + (ii) follows from Lemma 5.2. The implication (ii) + (iii) is obvious. 
Assume (iii) and consider any pair p, q of distinct points of pZ\ 2. There exist disjoint 
zero-sets A, B in PZ such that p E Clpz(A n 2) and q E Clpz(B fl2). Take a compact 
set K C 2 such that, for every pair AI, B1 of zero-sets in 2 with Al G A \ K and 
BI C B \ K, the sets f (A,) and f (B ) 1 are completely separated. Since K is compact, 
there exist zero-sets Al and B1 in PZ such that p E Clpz(Ai n Z), q E Clpz(Bi fl Z), 
Al fl K = 0 = BI n K and Al C A, while B, C B. Then j(p) E Clpy f (Al n Z) 
and f(q) E Clpy f(B, n Z). As the sets f(A, n Z) and f (B, n Z) are completely 
separated, we have f(p) # f(q). H ence (iii) =S (i). Clearly, (i) + (iv) by Lemma 4.2. 
The implication (iv) + (v) is obvious. 
Let us suppose that (v) holds. Take a pair A, B of disjoint zero-sets in Z. Since f is 
perfect, the set K = f-‘[f(A) n f(B)] is compact. If AI G A \ K and BI G B \ K 
are closed sets in Z, then the sets f (Al) and f (Bl) are closed and disjoint in Y. If Y 
is normal, then f(Al) and f (BI) are completely separated, so (v) =S (iii). 0 
Let us write down the following improved and extended version of Theorem 13 of [8]: 
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that Z = PX \ X is C*-embedded in ,kIX and that f : Z + Y 
is a perfect surjective map. Let (M) denote the following condition: 
(M) There exists a compacti@ation CYX of X such that CUX \ X = Y and f = 
TkJQ IPX\X. 
Then (M) holds if and only if the equivalent conditions (ii)-(iii) of Lemma 5.5 are 
jidfilled. & furthermore, Y is normal, then also conditions (iv)-(v) of Lemma 5.5 are 
equivalent to (M). 
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Proof. If 2 is C*-embedded in PX \ X, then Clpx 2 = PZ; hence, if the conditions 
of Lemma 5.5 are fulfilled, then (M) holds by Theorem 5.1. On the other hand, if 
(Al) holds, then, in view of Theorem 5.1, there exist a compactification yY of Y and a 
continuous extension f : PZ 4 yY of f, such that fl~z\~ is an injection. Now, using 
Lemma 5.2, we can show that yY = /sY. This, together with Lemma 5.5, concludes the 
proof. q 
Remark. Since the perfect image of a normal space is normal and since every paracom- 
pact space is normal, Theorem 15 of [8] is an immediate consequence of our Theorem 5.6; 
moreover, we can notice that Lemma 14 of [8] is unnecessary to get Theorem 15 of [8]. 
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